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'Going Ahead With Football, Coach Asserts'

"We're going ahead with football as planned," Coach Bernie Howell announced Thursday, eliminating any doubt in the minds of fans as to whether Lawrence will be represented by a football team this fall.

It seemed fairly certain to most observers earlier in the summer that football would be eliminated, but then arose a number of problems that kept the controversy in a state in which Coach Howell gave the word yesterday that "everything is going ahead."

Primary among the problems was the question of whether the new V-12 men would be able to find time necessary for practice, just as men in the reserves were forced to keep time off in order to complete other duties. Other problems were the threat of an intercollegiate series, plus other teams in the Midwest with the availability of former college army troops who are ineligible for non-college-club football, according to army ruling.

Coach Howell said the scholastic eligibility situation with college authorities was not definite. He learned that 31 of his best men are on the V-12 list and will not be available for football in the fall. In addition, 10 others were in the reserves, but, on the brighter side, 12 men were expected back in football for practice Wednesday, and a strong squad of more than 40 already.

The schedule has also started to take definite shape, with four games definitely scheduled, another in the tentative stage, and others on the possibility list. The opening game will be season's opener against Illinois and Wisconsin, followed by a home game Sept. 26th with St. Mary's of Waukesha, Miss. The final V-12 game will be Oct. 23rd, at St. Mary's in Appleton. Other games with Wisconsin and the Lawrence college reserve team will be played in September.

Sig Ep House Wins Stamps

Girls in House That Bought Most Stamps Get Extra Late Hours

Wednesday night was the closing date of the first interterm war stamp competition. It was clear race with the Sig Ep girls finally pulling out of the rear and winning the most stamps a person could collect. The girls were given an extra hour of study time and entertainment and also the privilege of having the Sig Ep lounge re-opened.

The competition was sponsored by the Lawrence college razors and was open to all students. Stamps bought by students were kept in a special bank in the study room.

Chang Shu-Chi

Chinese Artistic Exhibition

From war torn China comes the artist, Chang Shu-Chi. Forced to leave his homeland because of the Japanese invasion, he was unable to find strength and inspiration to continue his work in the usual ways. Under unusual conditions, Chang Shu-Chi has exhibited his pictures, and has devoted himself to his work at well known museums and art centers.

Wednesday and Thursday, September 8th and 9th, Lawrence college will be host to Chang Shu-Chi. He will give three public demonstrations of the art of Chinese water-color painting and will also make arrangements for attending the dem-

Contact Boat Owners

All town students are urged to select at least one boat owner and to cordially invite them to the annual Labor day event at the Sig Ep house this year. "We're going ahead with football as planned," Coach Bernie Howell announced Thursday, eliminating any doubt in the minds of fans as to whether Lawrence will be represented by a football team this fall.
Hay Fever Suffers Tell Of Woes and Discomforts

Hay fever is the thing that makes you sneeze when his whites arrive. And if more Lawrence ladies were caught in the gramp group, romance would be dead then—so it is hay fever that explains better relations, a woman would have to call her friend and dink stool together.

From the Editor's Easy Chair

Contrary to popular opinion there is a war going on at present. It is a war which necessitates the wholehearted support of every nation in the world. If more Lawrence lassies were caught in the gramp group, romance would be dead then—so it is hay fever that explains better relations, a woman would have to call her friend and dink stool together.

Suechey Serves Charm School A la Da Barry

Suechey Serves Charm School A la Da Barry

The school has attracted girls from all parts of the world. The time has come for us to raise the international bar. The school has been in operation for three years. The students are happy and the school is growing in fame.

Green Room Gossip

Introduction-Mrs. Dorothy Hobbs, our very effective high school drama teacher, has been granted the position of head of the new school. The school is to be held at the high school building.

Carlos Takes Glamour Shots of Beauties

"Diddy buy? Carlos is bored to take those famous pictures," Madam Carlos said to the camera woman who attracted her to her studio.

Reposing to myself what I had been saying to the camera woman—"Can Carlos make me the most plain photo beautiful—signed and presented to me?"

Carlos, who was dressed in a white shirt and white tie, told me a story. He said that he had been taking pictures of famous people for years.

While the camera was focused on the model, Carlos was telling me about the pictures he had taken of famous people. He said that he had taken pictures of Shirley Temple, Marlene Dietrich, and many others.

After the camera was turned off, he said that he had decided to make a new model of his own. He had decided to model himself after the famous movie stars.

He said that he had been taking pictures of famous people for years and that he had decided to make a new model of his own. He had decided to model himself after the famous movie stars.
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Fraternities Take
75 Men; Delta Get
27, Largest Number
55-three Navy trainees and
civilian men have been pleaded
since the beginning of the school
year by the five national Fraternity
with chapters at the Law-
rence.
Beto Theta Pi has pleaded
the following men: Bruce Bushman,
David Gallister, Bert Galloway,
Zane Herrick and John Woodard,
civilian; Lawrence Bray, Robert
Booth, John Cooper, Bill Gra-
Grady, Howard Lawrence,
Richard MeGann, William Newmeyer,
John Patel, Jack Schmidlin,
Della Tan. Delta positions are as
follow: Robert Frederick, Richard
Leibohn, Donald Nelson, Robert
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Mulholland—The Magician

Freshman Group
Discusses Art, Religion, Sex
This year as in the past round
of table discussions are being held in
the freshmen men's dormitory.
Two every week guest speakers are
invited to lead a discussion in some
field of mutual interest. At the
end of the year one of the fres-
men will give a talk on the basis of
the amount of constructive participa-
tion he has engaged in.

MULHOLLAND—THE MAGICIAN

Magic Tricks
Of Mulholland Are Described
All of the equipment of John Mul-
holland was in a program of mag-
cians that was put on in one of the
kiosks.
The goal magician depends upon
the audience and not does he lack of ability to
draw confidence from behind a maze of props
and cumbersome gadgets. Being well-
known and accomplished and a very
notable in Chinese magic, Mulholl-
and is the type of magician who
shows actual training in the craft
and his performing of "jai" with a con-
siderable amount.

One of the tricks he does and
that is very popular is known around
the world as the Chinese ring
trick. Mulholland's version is a
very refined. His props are always
neat and unobtrusive and he
has created an interest in the
putting together of the rings.
When he was five, "ays
Jackson, "I started doing
magic when he was five,

The Sigma Phi Epsilon pledge
men are: Bill Ritter, William An-
nessley, James McDaniel, Alben
Martin, Tom Kestie, Donald
Giams and Robert Saxon.

Forum Postponed
Due to Vacation
Because of the extended Labor
Day vacation, the Lawrence college
forum will not hold its usual meet-
ing this Monday evening. However,
Mr. William Rooney and Mr. Wallace
Baldinger will lead a panel discus-
sion on the English-India controver-
sion on the English-India controver-
sion.
The two speakers represent differ-
tent sides of the question.
This meeting will be held Sunday,
September 11, at 7:30 in Room 31,
Main hall.
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For a free copy of the 1943
Year Book, contact the Registrar's
Office, 222 East College Ave.
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Sailors Win Second Match In Golfing

With an average of 85, the Lawrence sailors amassed their second five in a matchless Sunday afternoon at the Ridgeway Country club handily, 114 to 124.

Derek Haggart toured the course in 79, two shots better than the score of the match and Don Zimmerman finished a close second with an 80. Lawrence defeated the other Lawrencians for the first time in the history of the school.

Only two Vikings lost their place on the team for the rest of the month as they came through with winning records. Lawrence scored were: Warren Worthington 79; Dick Haigait 79; Bob Budding 82; Jack Cooper, 82; Ken Reinhart, 84; and Bill Luedtke, 85.

In the A Division it is a close race to the finish between the three leading teams. Ormsby 2 captured second by a half- point over Delta 4, capitated by B. Scurey; and Brokaw 4, captured by Tachanour. In last week's games the results were as follows:

**Deck Teams Play Today**

Soft-Tall Tourney Will Be Completed By Navy Players

By ALAN MARKER

This Friday the final games will be played in the soft-ball schedule. The final tourney will be completed by Navy players.

**Cast of Navy Men**

**Radios Present Radio Play**

The Duke of '42 Aguirge," a story based on the sinking of the aircraft carrier "Yorktown," was presented by the Lawrence college Radios Players over the local station.

With the exception of Nancy Fishberger, who played the only feminine role, the cast consisted entirely of Navy trainees, using the Lawrence campus. The main members of the cast were Bob Abbe, Jim Ditt, Jim Derr, Neil McDonald, Dick Haligas, and Howard Vesper. Juan Memorial was in charge of the stage work.

Radio Players usually present a drama every two or three weeks, although the very short period between the end of the first week and the end of the second week makes it somewhat difficult to prepare a really good program, because of the week end vacation.

Radio Players over the local station.

**Good Food At Moderate Prices**

W. Beck's Story

To Deliver Lecture
About Coleridge

On Wednesday, September 8, at 8 p.m. in the auditorium at the Conservatory of Music, Mr. W. Beck shall present, under the auspices of the college, a public lecture entitled "Coleridge and the Person from Porlock," which will be attempted by discriminating, and concluding with an attempt to discriminate, between the facts of personal judgment, between a primary romanticism and a secondary romanticism, in the nineteenth century and in our contemporary culture.

**Campus Items**

We understand that our esteemed psychologist, Prof. W. Hummer, narrowly missed losing the gingham pincushion of House-Mother, recently. For a while he looked as if he'd have no place to hang his hat. He was nearly frantic. He had to find a place to lodge his hat, but it seemed that nobody wanted to take it.

Prof. Hummer, however, and we are sure to expect that he will remain on the customary peg. May we suggest to Prof. Hummer that he hang his hat somewhere so that it will be theirs.

**Ocklering, Delvon**

**War Arch Honors**

Arms were presented to W. A. A., by Captain W. A. A. announced that G. L. Ocklering and Laura Belle Delvon were the winners of the war arch in the third and fourth respectively.

**Annonce Initiations**

The Delta announces the initiation of the following students in the Rocky Mountain Review. First, second, third and fourth respectively.
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